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he following are some
examples of models that
will be looked at in more
detail in January and
February 2005. 

The models represent a range
of programs serving refugees and
youth in communities both large
and small across the province. 

YOUTH ASSISTING YOUTH

A mentoring model that uses a
group approach to generate and
support individual Host matches.
Matches between grade 9 and
grade 12 students are allowed to
emerge naturally from the group.
The model includes homework and
school support, but is mainly
focused on social networking and
integration into the high school
community.

A Tamil youth group is the only
Host youth group model focused on
a specific ethno-cultural
community. The 22-week program
focuses on developing leadership

skills and dealing with issues of
importance to newcomer youth.
The model has the potential to be
replicated in other communities
and to address the needs of other
ethno-cultural groups.

CULTURELINK

English Conversation Circles
(ECCs) that match newcomers to
volunteers within a neighbourhood.
Host staff facilitate the sessions
using a ratio of 1 volunteer to 3
newcomers for the sessions.
Volunteers and newcomers are
expected to select their own
matches in the first three weeks of
the 10-week program. 

MULTICULTURAL COUNCIL OF
WINDSOR AND ESSEX COUNTY

A Sudanese women's group ECC
model that focuses on Government
Assisted Refugees. The ECC has a
formalized partnership with local
Sudanese leaders and community

groups that helps to support Hosts,
the Sudanese women's group and
other volunteers. 

A student ambassador club for
elementary schools. This is a
structured program that takes
place during school hours for
elementary and high school
students.The program’s focus is on
newcomers making friends,
learning about the Canadian school 
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CIC Ontario, Settlement Directorate, has contracted Real World Systems Inc. to conduct a review of Host Group

Activities across Ontario. After interviewing all 19 Host agencies in Ontario, several promising practices were

identified in terms of Host group models. 
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A WARM WELCOME

JIAS (Jewish Immigrant Aid
Services) Toronto is committed to
helping newcomers to Canada with
resettlement and integration within
the context of a welcoming and
inclusive community. Three times a
year, JIAS Toronto hosts an evening
welcome event for newcomers
where JIAS Toronto clients of all
ages and origins can mingle and
enjoy a festive and warm
atmosphere, while children
participate in creative activities with
JIAS volunteers.  At each welcome
event, representatives of
community-based agencies help to

familiarize newcomers with the
range of services and activities that
they can take advantage of in their
new home.

SENIORS-ONLY LINC STUDY

In the realm of language study JIAS
Toronto has responded to a need
among senior clients for special,
seniors-only classes. In many
cases, seniors come to Canada to
reunite with their families,
shouldering the responsibility of
caring for their grandchildren,
while their children study English

and seek work. Many seniors
cannot commute long distances to
language programs, or simply do
not feel that they have the physical
capacity to sit through all-day
classes. Moreover, many are
intimidated by younger students
who tend to acquire language skills
with greater ease and confidence.

For all of these reasons, many
seniors are not able – or perhaps
willing – to attend regular language
training classes.  As a result, they
lack fundamental language skills,
and often feel ill at ease performing
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By Roslynne Greenberg, JIAS LINC coordinator

JIAS (JEWISH IMMIGRANT AID SERVICES) TORONTO
REACHING OUT TO WELCOME AND ASSIST SENIOR NEWCOMERS

THE WAY IN WHICH WE WELCOME NEWCOMERS TO CANADA CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN HOW THEY ADAPT
TO THEIR NEW HOME.  WHEN EVERYTHING IS UNFAMILIAR, A HOST SOCIETY THAT RESPONDS 
TO INDIVIDUAL NEEDS AND HELPS NEWCOMERS SETTLE WELL INTO CANADIAN LIFE,
ACQUIRES A NEW MEANING.



even the most basic day-to-day
tasks outside the home, such as
shopping and taking the TTC.

To help resolve this issue, JIAS
Toronto offers five special LINC
classes and 14 ESL classes for
senior citizens, in addition to its
other LINC and ESL programs. JIAS
Toronto’s seniors’ LINC program is
housed at the Bernard Betel Centre
for Creative Living where students
can also enjoy a wide variety of
activities including music, chess,
knitting, film, computers, and fine
arts. Students at Bernard Betel can
also take advantage of the centre’s
“La Briyut Wellness Centre,” which
offers eye-care, dental services,
nutritional advice, chiropody, social
work counseling, and other
essential services for this
population.

Initially, JIAS Toronto’s language
training classes for seniors were
offered exclusively in the city of
Toronto. In response to an
increasing number of newcomer
seniors living outside the downtown
core, JIAS Toronto recently began
offering two additional outreach
programs for seniors through its
community integration funds. These
classes, held at the Family Resource
Centre at the Promenade Mall, take
place only once a week, offering

basic conversational English and
community orientation for seniors
residing in York Region.

Instructors of JIAS Toronto’s
LINC, ESL, and York Region seniors-
only classes teach strictly in English,
but are multilingual, and thus able
to address issues of special concern
with students in their own
languages. To ensure that teachers
are equipped to handle issues
relevant to seniors, those in the
program are all CPR trained and
attend ongoing workshops on topics
such as seniors’ health and safety,
and recognizing signs of elderly
abuse. 

Teachers are sensitive to the
challenges posed by day-to-day
tasks and take their senior students
on practical outings to tackle their
fears head-on. For example, classes
visit a local grocery store to learn
about the different products and
familiarize themselves with the ways
of Canadian shopping. 

Recognizing that senior
newcomers are often highly
educated, teachers make every
effort to incorporate high culture as
well as current affairs into their
lessons, to keep things stimulating.
Seniors also have the opportunity to
get oriented and learn more about
their new city with guest speakers

from Toronto’s Fire and Police
Departments, pay an occasional visit
to one of the city’s magnificent
museums and have guided bus
tours of Toronto’s greatest
attractions.

CONNECTING TO THE COMMUNITY

Many of JIAS Toronto’s senior
students admit that while they want
to learn and improve their English, a
major motivation to participate in
English classes is the opportunity to
be with contemporaries in a
stimulating and warm setting. In
fact, even the brutal Canadian
winter cannot keep them away. On
the worst winter days when the
snow blows and the cold bites, and
much of Toronto is listening for
program cancellations, senior LINC
classes have 100% attendance!
Nothing gets in their way.

JIAS Toronto’s welcome events
and language training for seniors
respond to the newcomers’ needs
for a warm welcome, proper
orientation, access to community-
based services, and language
training. Perhaps most importantly,
they also provide opportunities for
newcomers to connect – to each
other, to their city, and to their
newfound communities. 
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A MAJOR
MOTIVATION TO
PARTICIPATE 
IS THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO BE WITH
CONTEMPORARIES IN A
STIMULATING AND WARM
SETTING.
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osted by OCASI (Ontario
Council of Agencies Serving
Immigrants), the conference
provided an opportunity for
settlement service providers
to increase their knowledge

of immigrant and refugee issues, and
for experienced and new workers to
share information, innovative
approaches and expertise. 

CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION

The participation rate of front-line
workers was the highest in many
years, with the majority of attendees
(81%) identifying themselves as front-
line workers. A further six per cent
identified themselves as
administrators, while the remaining
13 per cent held other positions,
including Host program workers,
coordinators, executive directors and
managers. In total, delegates from 89
per cent of CIC funded agencies
attended the event. 

OCASI used the Professional
Development and Training Needs
Survey as a basis for planning the
conference sessions. The survey,
which was completed by 53
settlement service organizations and
44 individual immigrant service
workers, identified issues that
providers themselves wanted to see
addressed in a professional
development forum. The sessions
also reflected trends observed
through the Council’s Professional

Education and Training (PET)
program and current policy priorities
for the sector.

OVERVIEW OF SESSIONS

Conference sessions addressed
settlement counselling and labour
market participation; access to
employment; training needs in areas
of management; organizational
development at the agency level;
and leadership development at the
worker and community level. Three
sessions were offered in French to
address the needs of settlement
workers providing services to
French-speaking clients. The
conference also offered 30 in-depth
training and information sessions.

INTENSIVE TRAINING ON ASSESSMENT,
INFORMATION & REFERRAL

While the conference addressed a
wide range of issues, a strong focus
was maintained on Information and
Referral training. In response to key
recommendations from the 2003
ISAP and Host program review, a 13-
hour training session was offered to
address the growing need for specific
skills development on assessment,
information and referral. Almost 100
front-line immigrant service
counsellors participated in the
intensive training session prepared
and delivered by Findhelp Information
Services (previously Community
Information Toronto).

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

The majority of conference
participants indicated that their
participation at this conference had
enhanced their ability to provide
services to immigrants and
refugees. As on other occasions,
participants also indicated that they
were pleased that this annual
conference continued to create
space for debates on policy issues,
to identify common strategies for
addressing issues facing the sector,
and to network with colleagues. 

Workshops and conference
evaluations contain a wealth of
information and recommendations.
These issues and recommendations
will be sent to CIC Ontario,
Settlement Directorate for their
consideration and will be used in
planning future professional
development activities. 

The conference received
financial support from Citizenship
and Immigration Canada Ontario,
Settlement Directorate. It was also
made possible through the support
of the OCASI membership and the
contribution of numerous
volunteers.

For more information about this
conference please contact 
Paulina Maciulis, OCASI Policy and
Programs Manager, e-mail
pmaciulis@ocasi.org.

MORE THAN 250 PARTICIPANTS REPRESENTING 100 SETTLEMENT SERVICE PROVIDING ORGANIZATIONS ACROSS
ONTARIO CAME OUT FOR THE ANNUAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE HELD THIS PAST OCTOBER IN
ORILLIA, ONTARIO. 

OCASI HOSTS ANNUAL ISAP PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE

H
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Many forces have prompted the
realization that change to ISAP
services is necessary. These
include: 

• changes within Canadian society
since 1974; 

• statistics and surveys showing
new immigrant groups with
different needs; 

• recent studies and program
reviews whose observations and
recommendations have
addressed newcomers’ needs;
and 

• projects mapping changes in
immigrant settlement patterns 

A new application process and
funding model, currently under
development, will result in more
flexible and locally driven
approaches. These in turn will lead
to program changes built on ideas
the settlement sector itself
generates. Under the new delivery
model, the onus will be on
organizations applying for funding
to demonstrate the need for
services and their accessibility, the 

applicability of delivery models to
the clientele, and service delivery
and client satisfaction evaluation
mechanisms.

During the planning and
implementation phases of this
process, CIC will communicate
regularly what they know, what
they are planning, and what they
are still undecided about. Efforts
will be made to involve all
stakeholders in the process as
much as possible and where
appropriate. 

CIC ONTARIO REGION, SETTLEMENT DIRECTORATE IS PLANNING CHANGES TO THE WAY ISAP WILL BE
DELIVERED, BEGINNING IN THE FISCAL YEAR 2006/2007. 

ISAP RENEWAL PLANNED FOR 2006

he Center for Addiction
and Mental Health,
University of Toronto,the
Association of Sudanese
Women in Research,

Toronto, (Ani-Sa'a) and the Research
Resource Division for Refugees,
Carleton University, Ottawa have
been funded by CIC Ontario Region,
Settlement Directorate, to
disseminate findings from the first-
ever study of Sudanese settlement
in Ontario.

Entitled The Study of Sudanese

Settlement in Ontario, the document
reports on the settlement needs of
Sudanese newcomers in seven cities
across Ontario: the Greater Toronto
Area; London; Kitchener; Ottawa;
Windsor; St. Catharines; and
Hamilton.

Between January and March
2005, each of the seven cities hosted
a community meeting to present the

report’s findings and
recommendations. Attended by local
stakeholders, funders and Sudanese
community representatives, the
meetings provided an opportunity to
meet researchers and ask questions
about the findings. It also provided
researchers with an opportunity to
discuss settlement information
specific to each community. 

The report was completed by the
Center for Addiction and Mental
Health ulture, Community and
Health Studies Program of the ,

University of Toronto in partnership
with the Association of Sudanese
Women in Research in Toronto, and
the Research Resource Division for
Refugees at Carleton University in
Ottawa.

The final report is available on
www.settlement.org

For more information about the
community meetings or to get in
touch with the researchers, please
contact Sarah Bukhari at 
416-658-5100, ext. 3 or email
sbukhari@acsdc.ca

T
REPORT EXAMINES SETTLEMENT NEEDS OF SUDANESE NEWCOMERS



IC Ontario, Settlement
Directorate is currently
funding two projects
endorsing the economic
and social integration of

francophone immigrants in Ontario.

ASSISTING WITH LABOUR-MARKET
INTEGRATION

One of these projects, managed by 
CÉSOC (Conseil Économique et
Social d'Ottawa-Carleton), will
produce a guide for francophone
immigrants to Ontario, focusing on
five economic sectors expected to
experience labour market growth
over the next four years: public and
private administration;
communications; information and
technology; health; and community
services. The guide will contain
practical information on courses that
will help French-speaking
immigrants integrate more quickly
into the labour market, an analysis of
employment possibilities, and advice
on skills development. 

ATTRACTING AND RETAINING FRENCH-
SPEAKING IMMIGRANTS

CIC is also funding a study focused on
the economic infrastructure of Sudbury,
which is managed by CIFS (Contact
Interculturel Francophone de Sudbury).
This is a research project that will
estimate the city’s potential to attract
French-speaking immigrants due to its
large francophone population. The
project also aims to identify the
conditions favouring the economic,
social and cultural integration of
French-speaking students who have
become permanent residents. 

The study will explore opportunities
for attracting French-speaking
immigrants who might choose the
advantages of a small town with a large
francophone population over the labour
market competition of a bigger city. The
project’s coordinator will work with the
municipality of Sudbury, as well as with
its community sectors (economic,
educational, political and cultural) in
order to develop a strategy to attract
and retain francophone students,
immigrants and refugees.          

PROGRAMS FOR THE FRANCOPHONE
IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY IN ONTARIO

INFORM CLIENTS ABOUT 911 
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The Safe Third Country Agreement
came into effect on December 29, 2004.
As of that date, asylum seekers in
Canada and the United States will be
required to make their claim in the
country where they were last present.
The agreement applies only to refugee
claims made at a land border port of
entry, and not to refugee claims made
at airports, marine ports or inland
offices. 

The objective of the Safe Third
Country Agreement is to create an
effective measure of control, necessary
to better manage access to Canada’s
refugee determination system. The
agreement can be viewed on
Citizenship and Immigration Canada’s
web site at www.cic.gc.ca. 

The amendments to the Immigration

and Refugee Protection Regulations were
published in the Canada Gazette on
November 3, 2004, and came into effect
on December 29, 2004. These
amendments, which implement the
agreement and set out the exceptions,
can be viewed on-line in Part II of the
Canada Gazette at
http://canadagazette.gc.ca.

SAFE THIRD COUNTRY
AGREEMENT

Settlement service providers are
encouraged to share the following
information with their newcomer
clients: 
• Call 911 if you need immediate

help. When police, fire, or medical
emergencies occur, call 9-1-1.
Trained emergency call takers will
provide you with the information
and assistance you need. 

• 911 is a phone number that you
can call from anywhere free of
charge. In many Canadian cities
the number is 911. This number
connects you immediately to
ambulances, fire departments, the
police, and other emergency
services. In communities not
equipped with 911 services, dial 0
and ask the operator for help. 

• Other medical emergency
numbers are listed in the first few
white pages of the telephone
book. These may include a poison
information number, a distress or
sexual assault help line, and a
number to call if you or someone
in your family is being abused. 

C
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The tragic events of December 26,
2004 in the South and South-East
Asia region touched the lives of
many Canadians and moved us all
individually and collectively to help
in every way possible.

The Department’s website
http://www.cic.gc.ca will be
updated on a daily basis as more
information becomes available. CIC
issued a news release on January
3, detailing the measures it was

taking, including:
• expediting existing applications

of Family Class applicants under
the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act who have been
and continue to be seriously and
personally affected by the
disaster and who have immediate
family members in Canada; 

• waiving new application
processing fees and the Right of
Permanent Resident fee for

persons who have been and
continue to be seriously affected;
and 

• putting in place a special email
account tsunami@cic.gc.ca and
toll-free telephone number (1-
800-457-5035) to respond to
questions on the immigration
measures announced to help
Canadian citizens and permanent
residents in the wake of the
disaster. 

CIC RESPONDS TO THE EARTHQUAKE AND
TSUNAMI DISASTER

The 2004 TESL Ontario Conference -
Language for Life - was held
November 18-20, 2004 at the
Holiday Inn on King Street in
Toronto. A total of 1,138 attended
the conference, with 500 conference
assistance attendees from the LINC
sector. While the majority of our
attendees were from Ontario, we
also welcomed presenters and
attendees from as far away as
British Columbia and Florida!

The majority of the 151 sessions
offered received excellent
evaluations. Here is a sampling of
LINC sessions that were offered:

• The Automated Reservation

System as a LINC management
tool

• The Role and Mandate of ORLAC 
• LINC Best Practices 
• Using debate to integrate all

language skills in the advanced
LINC classroom

• LINC Networking Session 

Katherine Barber from Oxford
University Press gave the plenary
address on Friday morning. She
entertained us with a useful look at
dictionaries and why - in her words
– ‘dictionaries are not like
pantyhose’- one size certainly does
not fit all! At the Saturday luncheon,
Tom Farrell from Brock University

gave us food for thought, as he
introduced the concept of reflective
practice and its importance for
language teachers. 

We look forward to hosting
another successful event in 2005!

TESL ONTARIO HOSTS 
LANGUAGE FOR LIFE CONFERENCE

“This year I selected
wonderful presentations –
luck or experience? I’d
repeat them all – practical,
useful information,
stimulating plenaries and
an informative research
symposium.”

By Dorothy Coverdale, Conference Chair 2004



system, and integrating into their
new community. Leadership
development for the student
volunteers is also an important
component of this model. 

SETTLEMENT AND INTEGRATION
SERVICES ORGANIZATION (SISO),
HAMILTON

Welcome Circles and monthly
potluck dinners that focus on the
needs of Government Assisted
Refugees. SISO is currently piloting
a community ethnic engagement
model, which provides support to
refugees by engaging
representatives from similar ethnic
communities. In addition, SISO
provides Homework clubs in
cooperation with Frontier College
and local libraries.

THE FOLK ARTS COUNCIL OF 
ST. CATHARINES

English Conversation Circles in
partnership with the local Brighter

Futures group. Focused on the
interests and needs of young
newcomer parents, the model uses
regular planning sessions to
identify group interests and to set
a calendar for future circles.
Brighter Futures then seeks
speakers while the Host program
locates volunteers to support the
groups.

An Immigrant Women's Group
model that involves the ongoing
formal participation of a group of
women. The group is run by
volunteers and plans its own
activities and speakers, including
information sessions, community
visits, and social activities. There is
a strong partnership with local
women's initiatives concerning
employment and training in the
community.

Immigrant Youth Jump Start.
The Canadian Tire Foundation
provides additional funding
towards this model to support
newcomer youth participation in

local socio-recreational activities.
Host volunteers work with youth to
identify interests and potential
activities, coordinate registration,
and help buy supplies. The
Foundation funding covers
registration and materials costs. 

YMCA OF KITCHENER-WATERLOO

Free YMCA memberships to Host
volunteers. In order to be eligible
for the memberships, volunteers
must spend at least 8 hours a
month with their Host match. The
YMCA provides organizational
support through volunteer training,
child minding and sports facilities.
Informal groups in which matched
families meet for family swims and
walks have emerged naturally from
this arrangement. 

If you have any questions about
the review, please contact Elisete
Bettencourt at (416) 952-0905 
or email
elisete.bettencourt@cic.gc.ca
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HOST REVIEW IDENTIFIES PROMISING PRACTICES

CONTINUED FROM COVER

This spring, a new video will be
available to help welcome and orient
newcomer students to secondary
school. The video is being created for
the SWIS (Settlement Workers in
Schools) program by Frameline
Productions and will be made
available in DVD format. 

The video will feature newcomer
secondary school students talking
about their first Canadian school
experiences and sharing what helped

them feel comfortable in their new
school. A facilitators' guide with
learning activities for students,
school staff and parents will also be
produced. 

The video, which can be used as
part of a school's welcoming
sessions for new students and their
parents, will help newcomer
students connect with school
activities and with the supports
available in the school through

teachers and meaningful friendships. 
As part of its research,

Frameline producers Luis Garcia,
Laura Heller and Suzanne Smith are
meeting with groups of students who
arrived in the past few years and
asking them to reflect back on when
they first arrived.

The video concept was
recommended by SWISAC, the
advisory committee of the Settlement
Workers in Schools program. 

VIDEO FOR NEWCOMER SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS


